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A Negative -Income-Tax Experiment
Would payments
their incentive

to those who earned less than a certain amount reduce

to work? The initial results of an unusual test with

1,300 families indicate that the payments would have no such

ffect

e

by David N. Kershaw

T

he welfare-reform proposals of
both President Nixon and Senator
McGovern embody the concept of
the negative income tax: a downward
extension of the income-tax system that
would pay out cash (negative taxes) to
families at the low end of the income
scale. An essential feature of the concept
is that as a family's income rises above
the poverty level the tax payments are
reduced by an amount less than the
earnings, so that the family is always
better off the higher its own earnings
are. The concept was first presented to a
broad public in 1962 by Milton Fried
man of the University of Chicago, who
argued that the negative income tax
would strengthen the market economy
and individual initiative by enabling
poor people to make their own decisions
on spending and saving and would cut
back on the large and growing apparat
us of social-welfare programs.
It is difficult to predict what the
impact of a negative-income-tax plan
would be on the people covered and on
the economy. The word "experiment" is
often applied to new social programs,
but it is not used in the normal scien
tific sense. For the past four years, how
ever, my colleagues and I at Mathemati
ca Incorporated, working with a group
at the Institute for Research on Poverty
of the University of Wisconsin, have
been conducting a more rigorous kind of
social experiment to test the effects of a
negative income tax. Money for the ex
periment was provided by the U.S. Of-

fice of Economic Opportunity. The main
objective of the work has been to explore
the key question about the negative tax,
namely the extent to which it would re
duce the incentive of the recipients to
work. The extent of such a work reduc
tion will determine both the actual cost
of a new program and whether or not it
is acceptable to the taxpayers. Our pre
liminary findings indicate that a negative
income tax does not significantly reduce
the earnings of the recipients. We think
the findings also point to the value of so
cial experimentation as a tool for policy
makers.
he need for some such technique
from the large sums that the
Government regularly commits to the
eradication of one social ill or another:
additional housing for the poor, health
facilities for the elderly, medical care
for the indigent, school lunches for poor
children and so on. Since the supply of
skills and money for these activities is
limited, the legislative process becomes
essentially a system of bargaining or of
trading off one set of programs for an
other. On what basis do Government
officials recommend one set of programs
rather than another? What criteria do
legislators employ to measure the prob
able effectiveness of one idea as opposed
to another? The fact is that there have
been few effective ways for determin
ing the effectiveness of a social program
before it is started; indeed, in most cases
it is impossible even to forecast the cost
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of a new social program until it has been
in operation for some time.
Clearly this situation is not conducive
to sound and effective decision making.
Moreover, it results in such unforeseen
disasters as the Medicaid scandals, emp
ty public-hOUSing projects and relent
lessly increasing costs for welfare pro
grams. Social experimentation of the
kind I am discussing is a tool that has
been developed and tested in the past
five years for avoiding unanticipated de
velopments in new social programs and
for measuring in advance what the pro
grams will cost.
What is usually unforeseen in a new
program is how the people affected by
it will behave. What they do, of course,
is likely to have a profound effect on the
program. For example, in the Medicaid
program unexpectedly high fees charged
by physicians and hospitals and unex
pectedly high use of the services took
policy makers by surprise. Various be
havioral changes induced in the recipi
ents similarly determine the cost and ef
fectiveness of new income-transfer pro
grams. Since most major social programs
will induce changes in behavior, which
in tum will affect the program, it is
clearly vital for policy makers to under
stand the magnitude and direction of
such changes in behavior in advance in
order to make the most rational choices
among new programs.
A social experiment as we view it has
the same general design as an experi
ment in the natural sciences. One under19
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and Jersey City. Negative-income-tax
payments were begun in Trenton in Au
gust, 1968, and were ended in Scranton
last month. The only part of the experi
ment now in progress is the analysis of
the data.

takes to identify the experimental popu
lation, then to change one of the vari
ables affecting its behavior and finally to
compare its subsequent behavior with
that of a control population in which the
variable has not been changed. If the
experiment is well designed, the investi
gator can attribute any difference in the
behavior of the experimental population
to the stimulus. The question we faced
was whether or not this approach would
work when the population consisted of
human beings, when the laboratory was
the community and when the stimulus
was a complex new social program.
Our experiment was the first attempt
to answer the question. The experiment
has been conducted as the New Jersey
Negative Income Tax Experiment be
cause its first operations were in Tren
ton, although it was later extended to
Scranton, Pa., as well as to three other
cities in New Jersey: Paterson, Passaic

he welfare-reform proposals of the
presidential candidates are
among a number of negative-tax plans
that have been advanced in recent years.
Although the various plans differ in
many ways, all of them are defined by
two common variables: the guarantee
level and the rate of reduction (some
times called the tax rate) applied to the
guarantee.
The guarantee is the amount paid to
a family or an individual with no other
income. In a negative-income-tax system
the guarantee would be in effect a floor
under incomes, providing a basic level
of income for everyone. Various guar-
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FIVE CITIES (color) where the negative.income.tax experiment was conducted were cho·
sen from the Northeast hecause it is densely populated and has many working poor people.
An ethnic halance was also sought. The negative·tax payments began in Trenton in 1968.
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antee levels have been proposed, rang
ing from $2,400 annually for a family of
four (the amount in H.R. 1, a House of
Representatives bill incorporating the
Administration's proposals for welfare
reform) to $6,600 per year (advocated by
the National Welfare Rights Organiza
tion).
The rate of reduction is the rate at
which the negative-tax payments are re
duced as the family's other income rises.
The reduction is always less than the
amount of the rise in other income. That
is to say, for each dollar of other income
the family receives, the negative-tax
payment is reduced somewhat, but not
dollar for dollar. A dollar-for-dollar re
duction formerly applied in welfare pro
grams, and the rate in such programs
remains high today.
The guarantee and the rate of reduc
tion can be combined in many ways.
Suppose the guarantee is $3,000 and the
rate of reduction is 50 percent [see illus
tration on opposite page]. A family with
no earned income receives the full
$3,000, and the reduction is not applied.
If in the next year the family's earned
income is $1,000, the rate of reduction
of 50 percent means that the negative
tax payment to the family is reduced by
$500. The family now receives $2,500
in negative-tax payments and $1,000 of
its own income for a total of $3,500. The
reduction works just as the positive in
come tax works; in this example the fam
ily is effectively in a 50 percent marginal
tax bracket.
The key point is that the family's total
income continues to rise as its earned
income rises, notwithstanding the reduc
tion in negative-tax payments. Just as in
the positive-tax program, the family is
always better off with a higher earned
income. The point is important because
it shows that the negative-income-tax
system is designed to minimize the dis
incentive to work that has often been
associated with welfare programs. Peo
ple who are able to work keep a portion
of their earnings just as people in the
positive-tax system do.
In the example I have given, the fam
ily would continue to receive negative
tax payments until its own income
reached $6;000. At that level the family
would become a taxpayer rather than a
tax recipient. As long as the level re
mained above $6,000 the family would
receive no payments. If the income
dropped below $6,000, the payments
would be resumed.
Choosing the "best" combination of
guarantee level and rate of reduction is
a difficult problem. The two things one
is most concerned with in a welfare sys-
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RELA TION between the guarantee <color) and the earned income
(gray) is charted for a guarantee of $3,000 and a rate of reduction
of 50 percent. The guarantee is the amount paid under a negative.
income·tax plan to a family with no other income; the rate of reo

tem are (1) how much it will cost and
(2) whether or not it will have a strong
tendency to make the recipients disin
clined to work. Unfortunately the ob
jectives of low cost and minimum work
disincentive are in direct conRict [see
illustration on next page].
The problem is evident if one envi
sions plans applying rates of reduction
of 30, 50 and 70 percent respectively to
a guarantee of $3,000. At 30 percent a
family would continue to receive pay
ments until its earned income reached
$10,000, which is close to the median
income in the U.S. for a family of four.
Under this plan half of the families in
the nation would be recipients of nega
tive-tax payments. Although the low
rate of reduction would presumably
keep the work disincentive low, the cost
would be very high. On the other hand,
a rate of reduction of 70 percent would
keep the cost of the system down but
could severely limit the incentive to
work.
The problem of establishing an ap
propriate guarantee level and rate of
reduction, of ascertaining the effect of
various combinations on work behavior
and of estimating the cost of a national
program led to a decision by the Office
of Economic Opportunity that a field
experiment should be undertaken as a
way of obtaining evidence. In 1967 the
office gave money for the experiment
to the Institute for Research on Poverty
and to Mathematica, which has its head-

duction is the rate at which negative·tax payments are reduced as
other income rises. The reduction is always lower than the amount
of the rise in other income, so that the recipient is always better
off by having earnings than by relying solely on the negative tax.

quarters in Princeton, N.J. These organi
zations shared the responsibility of de
signing the experiment and of analyzing
the data, and Mathematica set up the
administrative system.
The design of the experiment was
focused on the work-response issue. Giv
en a guaranteed annual income, how
much, if any, would recipients reduce
their work effort? The designers of the
experiment decided that the population
of most interest consisted of intact fam
ilies among the working poor. The work
response of single-parent families and
of the aged and disabled were of less
interest. Data on the work response of
single-parent families were partly avail
able through the program of aid to fami
lies with dependent children, and it
appeared that the cost of a guaranteed
income for the aged and the disabled
could be estimated without a field test
since the variability of their response to
negative-tax payments was limited. For
these reasons the designers decided that
the sample for the experiment should
consist of intact families with able
bodied males between the ages of 18
and 58 who were either in the labor
force or physically capable of entering it.
A second major decision concerned
the method of choosing the participants.
The designers considered a national
sample, which would consist of families
chosen on a random basis from places in
every region of the country; a "satura
tion" experiment, consisting of all the

eligible families in a given area, and a
"test-boring" approach involving a lim
ited number of families from several
geographic areas. It appeared that a
national sample would cost too much
and would be risky administratively in
view of how little was known about con
ducting a social experiment of this kind.
The saturation approach was rejected
both for its cost and because it was dif
ficult to see how data from a single area
would be helpful in making generaliza
tions about a national negative-tax pro
gram. We decided on the test-boring
approach.
hoosing the site involved several considerations. The first decision was to
concentrate on an urban area, since most
of the working poor live in cities. Sec
ond, we focused on the Northeast be
cause it is densely populated and is close
to Washington, so that the Office of
Economic Opportunity could more eas
ily participate in the decision making.
In the end we settled on New Jersey
because it is densely populated and has
a substantial number of poor people.
Moreover, the state government was in
terested in the experiment. Trenton was
chosen as the pilot site because it is close
to Princeton (and so to Mathematica)
and because as the capital of New Jersey
it facilitated liaison with state officials.
Paterson, Passaic and Jersey City were
added later because they are fairly large
cities, and Scranton was added because
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its preponderance of white residents
would bring an ethnic balance to a sam
ple that was otherwise largely black or
Puerto Rican.
The selection of families was based
on two preliminary interviews: a 44question screening survey administered
to about 30,000 families in the five cities
and a 340-question "pre-enrollment" in
terview administered to 2,300 families.
Both interviews obtained information on
the composition of the family and on in
come. In addition the pre-enrollment in
terview provided baseline measurements
of certain other sociological and eco
nomic variables.
The designers decided to test three
rates of reduction: 30, 50 and 70 per
cent. The reasoning was that this group
of rates covered the relevant policy
range, inasmuch as a national program
would never be designed with a reduc
tion rate lower than 30 percent (on cost
grounds) or higher than 70 percent (on
work-disincentive grounds). Four guar
antee levels were established, ranging
from $1,650 (half of the official poverty
level for a family of four in 1967) to
$4,125 (125 percent of the poverty lev
el). Eight combinations of reduction rate
and guarantee level were established,
and each one was designated as a "plan"
[see illustration on this page].
More than 1,300 families have been
involved in the program, although some
have dropped out and are not reHected
in our data. Somewhat more than half of
the 1,300 families were assigned to one
or another of the eight negative-tax
plans. The other families constituted a
control group that received no negative
tax payments, although they were in
terviewed periodically just as the ex
perimental families were. A control
group is necessary in order to be able to
compare the families receiving payments
with families of similar situation who
are not. In this way the experimenter
can be sure that random events in the
cities are not responsible for the results
he is measuring.
In order to participate in the experi
ment the families in the group receiving
payments were required only to report
their correct income and any changes in
family composition. The reports, which
we verified through various auditing
procedures, were made every four weeks
to the Council for Grants to Families, a

GUARANTEE LEVEL
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EIGHT COMBINATIONS of guarantee and rate of reduction employed in the negative·tax
exp eriment are indicated by th e colored squares. The "poverty line" was established in 1967,
when the negative.tax experiment was designed, as $3,300 per year for a family of four.

corporate body set up by Mathematica
and the Institute for Research on Pov
erty to process and disburse payments.
On the basis of income reported to the
council, families were paid every two
weeks by check sent by mail from
Princeton. The council also had an office
in each of the experimental cities to an
swer questions from the families and
from Princeton.
Families were free to do whatever
they wished with the payments. They
also could move anywhere in the U.S.
If a member left the original family unit,
he or she still received a share of the
family grant. Payments were excluded
from taxable income under a ruling ob
tained from the Internal Revenue Ser
vice.

I

n addition to the income data on the
forms mailed in by the experimental
families, every four weeks, information
on the work response and other charac
teristics of the sample was obtained from
interviews administered every three
months by the Urban Opinion Surveys
Division of Mathematica to both the
experimental and the control families.
The questionnaires sought information
on such matters as participation in the
labor force, financial status, medical and
educational histories, family structure
and political and social integration.
Twelve such interviews were made, and
a 13th quarterly interview was under-

GUARANTEES AND REDUCTIONS a re shown on the opposite page in various combina·

(color) and the earned in·
(gray) are indicated for three rates of reduction. The problem in arriving at an opti.

tions. For each level of earned income the negative.tax payment
come

50

mnm combination is that a low rate of rednction resnlts in a costly negative·income·tax
plan and a high rate tends to make the recipients less inclined to work to increase income.

taken to ascertain what understanding
the families had of the experiment.
We have now obtained a great deal
of information about the 1,300 families.
We shall be analyzing the results for an
other year. Unanalyzed portions of the
data will be made available, under
controlled conditions, to investigators
over the next few years. Even though
the analysis is not complete, we have
reached a stage where it is possible to
describe the principal results in a pre
liminary way.
The most important results, of course,
are those that bear on the work response.
The question to be asked here is: How
did the work behavior of the families in
the experimental group compare with
the work behavior of the families in the
control group? The preliminary results
give no evidence indicating a significant
decline in weekly earnings as a result of
the introduction of the payments [see
illustration on page 25]. About 31 per
cent of the families in the experimental
group showed earning increases of more
than $25 per week, compared with
about 33 percent of the controls. About
25 percent of the experimental families
showed earning declines of more than
$25 per week, compared with 23 per
cent of the controls. These differences
are too small to be regarded as statis
tically significant. That is a most encour
aging finding.
A second finding in terms of work re
sponse was identified when improve
ments in the computer system enabled
us to analyze indicators other than earn
ings. One such indicator was the number
of hours worked. An analysis primarily
made by Harold Watts of the University
of Wisconsin, who is the principal inves23
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tigator in the experiment, showed that
the hours worked by families in the ex
perimental group are about 12 percent
fewer than the hours worked by families
in the control group. The difference is
statistically significant.
Close examination reveals that about
40 percent of the difference is attribut
able to primary earners in the experi
mental group who worked less than pri
mary earners in the control group. The
reasons appear to be small differences in
overtime pay, in periods of unemploy
ment and in time spent on a second job.
The remaining 60 percent is attributable
to spouses and other adult workers in
the family. Interestingly enough, it does
not appear that these people are leaving
the labor force in comparison to the con
trol group; instead it seems that they are
entering the labor force less rapidly.
This observation suggests that the rea
son for the lower number of hours
worked in the experimental group may
be that people in those families take
longer to look for better jobs. The avail
ability of the negative-income-tax pay
ment enables the worker to do that in
stead of having to accept the first job
he finds.
The possibility that recipients spend
more time looking for better jobs is a hy
pothesis; it may not be the actual reason
for the reduction in hours worked. At
tributing precise causes is a complicated
process. Further analysis may provide
answers. In any case a reduction of only
12 percent suggests that the introduc
tion of a national negative-income-tax
program will not give rise to a tidal wave
of voluntary idleness. It certainly would
be encouraging if people are reducing
their work hours in order to look for
better jobs.
e have also obtained information on
of the people in our
experimental and control populations
toward work. There would appear to be
little reason for low-income workers to
adhere to the "Protestant ethic." Why
should they consider work a good thing?
In the labor market they have met dis
crimination, low wages, poor working
conditions and arbitrary layoffs. For
some reason, however, the people we in
terviewed generally supported the idea
of work. This attitude could prove sig
nificant if the nation undertakes to de
velop an income-maintenance system
,that provides a smooth transition from
poverty to reasonable affiuence.
It is conceivable that the most impor
tant and lasting result of the New Jersey
experiment will be the support it pro-
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CHANGE OF EARNINGS of families that received negative.tax payments (color) and of

control families (gray) is charted for the first two years of the experiment. "Increase"
means a rise of more than $25 per week, "slight change" a rise or fall of less than $25
and "decrease" a decline of more than $25. Since the comparisons are so close, there is
no statistically valid evidence that the payments curbed the recipients' incentive to work.

vides for the idea of social experimenta
tion. Although the experiment encoun
tered a number of serious unforeseen
problems, in general it worked: families
were chosen and assigned to experimen
tal or control groups, money was paid,
interviews were conducted, data were
.assembled, analysis was done and re
sults were sent to Washington, where
policy makers used them. A more rigor
ous question is whether social experi
mentation is a cost-effective way of ob
taiIling answers to policy questions.
The weaknesses of the method are
fairly clear: it is an expensive way of
gathering information (the cost of the
New Jersey experiment will be almost
$10 million in the end); it takes a long
time to get results, since measuring hu
man behavior with confidence requires
at least several years, and it is difficult
to control the environment of the experi
ment. The strengths of social experimen
tation as a policy tool are also rather
clear: it is the only way to obtain infor
mation on some kinds of behavioral
change before a new program is intro
duced; it is the best way to collect pre
cise information on specific issues be
cause it is carefully structured and
controlled, and it can help to focus the
attention of able and imaginative schol
ars and professionals on new issues. On
balance, social experimentation has thus
far proved to be an effective new tool.
he New Jersey experiment has given

T rise to, or at least encouraged, a num

ber of other social experiments. The
rural negative-income-tax experiment,
sponsored by the Office of Economic
Opportunity and conducted by the In
stitute for Research on Poverty, covers

800 rural families in Iowa and North
Carolina. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare has proVided
money for income-maintenance experi
ments in Seattle, Gary, Ind., and Denver
and also for the Vermont family-assist
ance-planning study, which was de
signed to explore the more important ad
ministrative issues in the Family Assist
ance Plan. The experiments in housing
allowance, sponsored by the Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, give housing vouchers to poor
families in several cities with the aim of
studying the response of families and
landlords, the demand and supply of
housing and how a national housing
allowance program might be adminis
tered. The Office of Economic Oppor
tunity is sponsoring an education-vouch
er demonstration and a health-insurance
experiment. The education-voucher pro
gram seeks to measure the effect on com
munities and students of giving all par
ents in a particular area vouchers good
for education at a school of their choice.
In the health-insurance experiment
about 2,000 families will be placed on
various health-insurance plans to mea
sure how the utilization of medical ser
vices changes in response to differences
in the cost of medical care.
Other social experiments are under
consideration. They involve such issues
as child care, problems of income mea
surement and administrative techniques
in cash-assistance programs. One can
anticipate that an increasing number of
policy decisions on major social pro
grams will be made with the assistance
of information obtained through social
experiments undertaken to explore these
issues and others yet unforeseen.
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